















Abstract—Tablets, as well as smartphones and personal com-
puters, are popular as Internet clients. A split keyboard is
a software keyboard suitable for tablets with large screens.
However, unlike other methods, the split keyboard has space
in the center of the screen, which makes the part of the
screen for displaying suggestions small and inconvenient.
This paper proposes a Japanese input software keyboard
that enables direct kanji input on a split flick keyboard.
Once the user has mastered this keyboard, it allows the user
to efficiently input Japanese text while holding a tablet with
both hands. The paper presents an implementation of the
keyboard on Android and reports the results of three types
of experiments, a comparative experiment, an evaluation
experiment, and a long-term experiment. The comparative
experiment made it clear that it was difficult to evaluate
the performance of the proposed keyboard according to
the experiment based on short-time practice. The evaluation
experiment examined the degree of its mastery after the
use of a learning facility. The long-term experiment was
conducted by the author to confirm the possibility of its
mastery. For 15 months, both the input speed and the error
rate have gradually improved. These results suggest that the























































































































を研究した．竹井と細部 [10]は，2× 6 キーを用いて，



































































































































ベースレイアウトは最大で縦 320 px，横 320 pxで，音




タブレット（Android OS 7.0, 1920 × 1200 px の画面）













































C + IF + INF
(2)















































































図 11. 部首ベースレイアウトの UEQ の結果
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